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Abstract  

魏志倭人伝 “Notes about Wa people from the chronicle of Wei” is the main source about 

cultures existed upon Japanese archipelago in second half of Yayoi epoch (1 – 3 centuries AD).  

Despite the text is very important source for studies of Yayoi cultures, it has never been 

translated into English proper way, i.e.: until now there were no English translations of “Notes 

about Wa people” where each sentence of original classical Chinese text would be accompanied 

by corresponding English translation and required commentaries. Also all academic 

interpretations of “Notes about Wa people” have been made from the point of view of Japanese 

state historical mythology; such approach hardly can be productive since there were no Japanese 

in the epoch of Yayoi yet. In current paper a precise and impartial translation of 魏志倭人伝 is 

represented; all personal names and place names directly related to Wa people are given in 

reconstructed forms (i.e.: in forms of Early Medieval Chinese).  

Key words: Yamatai; queen Himiko; Wa people; Wajin den; Woren chuan 

1. About the text 

1.1. Text origin 

魏志倭人伝  “Notes about Wa people from the chronicle of Wei” (Gi-shi Wa-jin den in 

Japanese; Wèi-zhì Wō-rén chuan in Chinese) or simply倭人伝 “Notes about Wa people” (Wa-

jin den in Japanese and Wō-rén chuan in Chinese) are conventional short titles used to denote a 

part of chronicle of Wei kingdom (220–265 AD) in which are described some territories 

neighbor to China, and among others are described states existed upon Japanese archipelago in 

2
nd

  – 3
rd

 centuries AD.  Short title is used as far as full title is rather long and complicated:

『「三国志」「魏書」巻三十、「烏桓・鮮卑・東夷伝」「倭人条」』“Chronicle of 

Three Kingdoms, 30
th

 volume of Wei book, part of Wuhuan, Xianbei and Dongyi, chapter of 

Wa people” (In Japanese full title of the chronicle is the following: San-goku-shi Gi-sho maki 

san-jū Ugan Senbi Tōi den Wa-jin-jō and in Chinese: Sān-guó-zhì Wèi-shū juàn sānshí Wūhuán 

Xiānbēi Dōngyí chuan Wō-rén-tiáo). “Chronicle of Three Kingdoms” covers the period of Late 

Eastern Han dynasty (184 – 220 AD) and the period of three kingdoms (220 – 280 AD). Three 

kingdoms were: Wei, Shu and Wu (pic. 1); they appeared after the decay of Late Eastern Han. 

The chronicle was written by Chén Shòu
1
 in last quarter of 3

rd
 century AD on the base of local 

chronicles and reports of travelers. Text of the chronicle is considered as official and 

authoritative document of corresponding epoch.  

                                                           
1 陈寿 Chén Shòu (233 – 297) was an official and writer who lived in Three Kingdoms and in Western Jin dynasty. 

mailto:tresi_nonno@hotmail.com
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Pic. 1 Map representing three kingdoms; the territory of Wei is marked by violet color (source: 

https://chinahistorysg.wordpress.com/tag/wei/ – accessed February 2016).  

“Notes about Wa people” seems to be written by someone who really visited Japanese 

archipelago, as far as distances between different locations are quite close to modern estimation, 

also description of Wa world is rather realistic and correlates with corresponding facts of 

archaeology and anthropology, i.e. “Notes about Wa people” is something alike report of 

ancient field anthropologist. Also it is the most detailed description of Wa people. That’s why 

“Notes about Wa people” is the most important source about pre-Japanese society and states 

existed upon Japanese archipelago in second half of Yayoi epoch (1 – 3 centuries AD).  

1.2. Sources  

I have used the following resources:  

倭人傳 Wōrén chuan “Notes about Wo people”  http://ctext.org/text.pl?node=603372&if=en  – 

accessed February 2016. 

 

https://chinahistorysg.wordpress.com/tag/wei/
http://ctext.org/text.pl?node=603372&if=en
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魏志倭人伝  Gi-shi Wa-jin den “Notes about Wa people from the chronicle of Wei” 

https://ja.wikisource.org/wiki/魏志倭人伝 – accessed February 2016. 

魏志倭人伝を読む Gishi Wa-jin den wo yomu “Read notes about wa people from the chronicle 

of Wei” http://wajinden.com/魏志倭人伝 – accessed February 2016.  

 

2. Text with translation and commentaries  

1)  倭人在帶方東南大海之中、依山㠀爲國邑。 

Ɂwa
2
 people live [to] the South-East [from] Dàifāng

3
, in the middle of Great Ocean, [and since 

that they] set up their states upon mountain islands. 

2)  舊百餘國、漢時有朝見者、今使譯所通三十國。 

In previous time [there were] more than 100 states; in the time of Han dynasty they [began] to 

send ambassadors; now 30 states send ambassadors [and] interpreters.  

3)  從郡至倭循海岸水行歷韓國乍南乍東到其北岸狗邪韓國、七千餘里。 

If [you] go to Ɂwa [land] from Dàifāng, [you] should sail along the coast of Korea and keep 

South and East, then [you] arrive to the state of Kǝw’ziaɣan 狗邪韓 that is located in northern 

coast of it
4
, [the way is] over 7000 li

5
. 

4) 始度一海千餘里、至對馬國、其大官曰卑狗、副曰卑奴母離、所居絶㠀、

方可四百餘里。 

                                                           
2
 All ethnonyms, place names and personal names directly related to so called Wa people are given in reconstructed 

forms of Early Middle Chinese as far as it is principal for further reconstruction of their initial forms; corresponding 

transcriptions are made with use of Pulleyblank 2002.  

People denoted as 倭Wa in the text of 倭人伝 probably were a mix of different ethnicities: mainly Ainu, probably 

some people speaking in certain Austronesian languages (they could bring agriculture that was practiced limitedly 

by those people), also there probably were some people speaking in some languages of so called Buyeo group. 

Actually there were very little Buyeo speaking people  since influence of their culture was not serious in that epoch: 

there was no wide spread of metal technologies (bronze swords, mirrors and bells  were not items of everyday 

normal use, but were items of exotic and cargo cult); also islanders didn’t know horse.  

From the other hand there are some evidences of Ainu origin of Wa people. 1) Ɂwa 倭 is usually supposed to be 

ethnonym, however, I suppose that Ɂwa isn’t ethnonym, ʔwa is supposed to be a word of Ancient Ainu language 

(Ainu of Yayoi/Yamatai epoch) and consists of the following morphemes: ʔw “together” “jointly” and a “to sit” “to 

be in a place”, thus ʔwa can be interpreted as “we”, “people”, and “group” (Nonno2015b: 24). 2) Names with 

kǝw’/ko/hu endings are met only among names of higher nobility. These endings are supposed to be variants 

expressing the same word that i.e.: kur “respected being/person” that is usual ending in names of heroes and kamuy 

in modern Ainu folklore narratives and could probably be a component of aristocratic names in the epoch of 

Yamatai (Nonno 2015a). 3) All reconstructed words that could begin with vowel/semivowel actually begin with 

glottal stop (e.g.: Ɂjitɔ, ʔjitjɨă
h
); V and VC syllables of modern Ainu are reconstructed as ɁV and ɁVC (Nonno 

2015c: 65); i.e.: this reconstruction correlates well with reconstructions received through Pulleyblank 2002.  
3
 Dàifāng 帶方 was one of four commanderies established in Korea by Han; in 236 Dàifāng commandery became a 

part of Wei; location of Dàifāng is shown in Pic. 2. 
4
 land of Ɂwa 

5
 In the text of Wei zhi li was about 50 – 265 meters (Kidder 2007: 38). 

https://ja.wikisource.org/wiki/魏志倭人伝
http://wajinden.com/魏志倭人伝
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[Further there is] another sea more than 1000 li, [if you cross it then] arrive to the kingdom of對

馬 Twǝj
h
maɨ’

6
; its high rank official is named 卑狗 Pjikǝw’; advisor/assistant is named 卑奴母

離 Pjinɔmɔliǝ; the location is a distinct island, its area is more than 400 square li. 

5) 土地山險多深林、道路如禽鹿徑。有千餘戸。無良田、食海物自活、乗

船南北市糴。 

There are mountains and many dense forests; roads are like deer paths. There are more than 

1000 households. There are no good fields, [base of] their existence is seafood; they go by ships 

to the North and to the South to purchase grains.  

6)  又南渡一海千餘里、名曰瀚海、至一大國。官亦曰卑狗、副曰卑奴母離。

方可三百里。多竹木叢林。有三千許家。差有田地、耕田猶不足食、亦南北

市糴。 

Again cross one sea of more than 1000 li in southern direction, the name of the sea is 瀚海

Xan
h
xǝj, [then] arrive to the kingdom of 一大 Ɂjitdaj

h7
. The ruler again is Pjikǝw’, advisor is 

Pjinɔmɔliǝ. The area is 300 sq. li. There are many dense thickets of bamboo. There are about 

3000 families. Unlike [the people of Twǝj
h
maɨ’] they have fields, but agriculture doesn’t give 

enough food, so as well as [people of Twǝj
h
maɨ’] they purchase grains in Southern and Northern 

markets. 

7) 又渡一海、千餘里至末盧國、有四千餘戶、濵山海居、草木茂盛、行不

見前人。 

Again cross one sea, more than 1000 li, and arrive the kingdom of 末盧 Matlɔ
8
, it has more 

than 4000 households; they live between sea and mountains; grass and tree thickets are dense, 

when [they] go, the person that goes ahead is not visible.  

8) 好捕魚鰒、水無深、淺皆沉沒取之。 

[The people of Matlɔ] like to catch fishes and abalones; the water is not deep; everybody dives 

in shallow waters and gets them (fishes and shells). 

9) 東南陸行五百里、到伊都國、官曰爾支、副曰泄謨觚、柄渠觚。 

[If] go to South-East 500 li by land, [then] arrive to 伊都 Ɂjitɔ9
 kingdom; the ruler is named爾支

Ɲjĕtɕiă; advisors are named: 泄謨觚 Siatmakkɔ and  柄渠觚 Piajŋh’gɨĕkɔ. 

10) 有千餘戶、世有王、皆統屬女王國、郡使往來常所駐。 

There are more than 1000 households; [though they] have [their own] rulers, all are united under 

the control of state of female ruler; there are special places where ambassadors from [Dàifāng] 

commandery can rest in any time.  

                                                           
6
 Pic. 2 shows its location.  

7
 Pic. 2 

8
 Pic. 3 

9
 Pic. 3 
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Pic. 2. Map representing location of Dàifāng, Kǝw’ziaɣan, Twǝj
h
maɨ’, Ɂjitdaj

h 
(made after 

Google maps screenshot). 

11) 東南至奴國百里、官曰兕馬觚、副曰卑奴母離、有二萬餘戶。 

[If you go] to South-East [then] you arrive to the kingdom of 奴 Nɔ
10

 in 100 li; the ruler is 

named 兕馬觚 Zi’maɨ’kɔ; the advisor is named 卑奴母離 Pjiĕnɔmɔliǝ; there are more than 

20000 households.  

12) 東行至不彌國百里、官曰多模、副曰卑奴母離、有千餘家。 

[If] go to the East, [then] arrive to the kingdom of不彌 Pǝtmjiĕ
11

 in 100 li; the ruler is named 多

模 Tamɔ; the advisor is named 卑奴母離 Pjiĕnɔmɔliǝ; there are more than 1000 families.  

                                                           
10

 Pic. 3 
11

 Pic. 3 
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13) 南至投馬國、水行二十日、官曰彌彌、副曰彌彌那利、可五萬餘戶。 

[If] you go to the South, [then] arrive to the kingdom of 投馬 Dǝwmaɨ’
12

; way by sea takes 20 

days; the ruler of the country is named 彌彌 Mjiĕmjiĕ, advisor is named 彌彌那利

Mjiĕmjiĕnali
h
; there are probably more than 50000 households.  

14) 南至邪馬壹國、女王之所都、水行十日、陸行一月。 

[If go] to the South, [then] arrive to the kingdom of 邪馬壹國 Jiamaɨ’t
h
ǝj

13
, the metropolis of 

female ruler; [if] go by water [then the way takes] 10 days; [if] go be land, [then the way takes] 

one month. 

15)  官有伊支馬、次曰彌馬升、次曰彌馬獲支、次曰奴佳鞮、可七萬餘戶。 

[Among] officials there are: 伊支馬 ʔjittɕiămaɨ’, next is named 彌馬Mjimaɨ’ɕiŋ, next is named 

彌馬獲支 Mjimaɨ’ɣwǝɨjktɕi; next is named 奴佳鞮 Nɔkaɨjtɛj; there are approximately more 

than 70000 households.  

16) 自女王國以北其戶數道里可得略載、其餘旁國遠絕不可得詳。 

To the north [from] the kingdom of female ruler it is possible to get just approximate 

information about numbers of their households and about length of roads; those countries are 

very distant so it is not possible to get detailed information.  

17) 次有斯馬國、次有已百支國、次有伊邪國、次有都支國、次有彌奴國、 

次有好古都國、次有不呼國、次有姐奴國、次有對蘇國、次有蘇奴國、 次

有呼邑國、次有華奴蘇奴國、次有鬼國、次有爲吾國、次有鬼奴國、 次有

邪馬國、次有躬臣國、次有巴利國、次有支惟國、次有烏奴國、次有奴國、

此女王境界所盡。 

Next is 斯馬 Simaɨ’, next is 已百支 Ji’paɨjktɕiă, next is 伊邪 Ɂjizia, next is 都支 Tɔtɕiă, next is 

彌奴Mjiĕnɔ, next is 好古都 Xaw’kɔ’tɔ, next is 不呼 Pǝtxɔ, next is 姐奴 Tsia’nɔ, next is 對蘇 

Twǝj
h
sɔ, next is 蘇奴 Sɔnɔ, next is 呼邑 Xɔɂip, next is 華奴蘇奴 Ɣwaɨnɔsɔnɔ, next is 鬼 Kuj’, 

next is 爲吾 Ŋwi
h
ŋɔ, next is 鬼奴 Kuj’nɔ, next is 邪馬 Ziamaɨ’, next is 躬臣 Kuwŋʥin, next is 

巴利 Paɨli
h
/Pɛ:li

h
, next is 支惟 Tɕiăjwi, next is 烏奴 Ɂɔnɔ, next is Nɔ

14
. Region of female ruler 

is bordered be these [countries].  

18) 其南有狗奴國、男子為王、其官有狗古智卑狗、不屬女王。 

To the South from it (i.e.: Jiamaɨ’t
h
ǝj) there is 狗奴国 Kew’nɔ

15
 kingdom; the ruler of the 

kingdom is a male; among its officials there is person named 狗古智卑狗 Kew’kɔ’triă
h
pjikew’; 

[the people of Kew’nɔ kingdom] do not obey female ruler. 

                                                           
12

 Pic. 3 
13

 Pic. 3 
14

 Approximate locations of states mentioned in this sentence are dim; it can be matter of future researches. 
15

 Pic. 3 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eng_%28letter%29
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Pic. 3. Approximate locations of  Matlɔ, Ɂjitɔ, Nɔ, Pǝtmjiĕ, Dǝwmaɨ’, Jiamaɨ’t
h
ǝj and Kew’nɔ; 

(the map has been made after Google maps screenshot)
16

.  

19) 自郡至女王國萬二千餘里。 

[There are] more than 12000 li [from Dàifāng] commandery to the kingdom of female ruler more 

than 12000 li. 

20) 男子無大小皆黥面文身。 

Adult men [as well as] young all are with tattooed faces and bodies.  

                                                           
16

 Determination of more precise locations of these states is matter of special research. 
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21) 自古以來其使詣中國、皆自稱大夫。 

[From the very ancient time] ambassadors [from Ɂwa] have come to China; [they] all call 

themselves 大夫 dàifū
17

. 

22) 夏后少康之子封於會稽斷髪文身以避蛟龍之害。 

When son of Shào Kāng
18

 settled in the domain of會稽 Kuàijī
19

 [he] cut his hair and tattooed 

his body in order to avoid harm of dragon蛟龍 jiāo lóng. 

23) 今倭水人好沉沒捕魚蛤、文身亦以厭大魚水禽、後稍以為飾。 

Now water Ɂwa (Ɂwa of sea) like to dive and to catch fishes and shell-fishes; they made tattoos 

in order to scare away big fishes and waterfowls; later tattoos began to be used just as 

adornments. 

 

24)  諸國文身各異、或左或右、或大或小、尊卑有差。 

Tattoos differ in each country; some [tattoo] left side, some [tattoo] right side; some [tattoos are] 

big, some [tattoos are] small; high ranked [people] [and] low ranked [people] have different 

[tattoos].    

25)  計其道里當在會稽東冶之東。 

[If] count paths lengths to the country [of Ɂwa], then should count from 東冶 Dōngyě
20

 district 

located in會稽 Kuàijī commandery to the East.  

26) 其風俗不淫。男子皆露紒、以木緜頭。其衣橫幅但結束相連略無縫。婦

人被髪屈紒、作衣如單被穿其中央貫頭衣之。 

Their customs are not obscene. All men tie their hairs, [and] arrange heads by cotton fabric. 

Their cloth consists of just of wide pieces of fabric that are not sewn together. Women tie their 

hair, their cloth is made of single sheet of fabric: it had no sleeves and had a hole in the center 

for head
21

. 

27)種禾稻紵麻、蠶桑、緝績出細紵縑緜。 

[They] plant rice, ramie and hemp; raise silkworms; manufacture thin wool fabric, cotton and 

silk.  

28) 其地無牛馬虎豹羊鵲。 

                                                           
17大夫 dàifū was a rank of high officials in ancient China; it was something alike advisor of emperor.    
18

 One of emperors of Xia dynasty.  
19

 會稽郡 Kuàijī commandery; pic. 4 shows its location.  
20

 Pic. 4. 
21

 Their clothes seemed to be much alike poncho.  
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There are no cows, horses, tigers, leopards and magpies in their land.   

29) 兵用矛楯木弓木弓短下長上、竹箭或鐵鏃或骨鏃、所有無與儋耳朱崖同。 

Warriors use spears, shields, bow that has shorter bottom side and longer upper side; arrows are 

made of bamboo, some arrowheads are made of iron, some are made of bone; [the armor of Ɂwa 

people] is rather alike that of儋耳朱崖 Dāněr Zhūyá
22

. 

30) 倭地温暖、冬夏食生菜、皆徒跣。 

The land of Ɂwa people is warm; in winter and in summer [they] eat fresh vegetables; 

everybody walks barefoot.   

31) 有屋室、父母兄弟臥息異處、以朱丹塗其身體、如中國用粉也、食飲用

籩豆、手食。 

[They] have houses; father, mother, elder brother, younger brother lay down and rest in different 

places [inside house]; [they] use cinnabar to paint their bodies, just like in China [they] use 

face powder; eat and drink using bamboo and wood vessels; eat with their hands. 

32)其死有棺無槨、封土作冢、始死停喪十餘曰、當時不食肉、喪主哭泣 

他人就歌舞飲酒、已葬擧家詣水中澡浴以如練沐。 

[They] make simple coffin [for] their dead people, do not make outer coffin; having put [dead 

corpse] into the soil [they] make a burial mound; mourning lasts about 10 days; during this 

period [they] don’t eat meat; when head of mourning ceremony cries other people sing songs, 

dances and drink wine; when mourning is complete [they] all go to the water in order to make 

purification and clean themselves intensively. 

33) 其行來渡海詣中國、恒使一人不梳頭不去蟣蝨衣服垢汚不食肉不近婦

人、如喪人名之爲持衰、若行者吉善共顧其生口財物、若有疾病遭暴、害便

欲殺之謂其持衰不謹。 

As for their travels when they cross sea to reach China, [they] regularly order to a man not to 

comb his head, not to collect louse eggs and louses, wear dirt clothes, not to eat meat and not to 

approach to a woman; they say that such man performs fasting; if the journey was successful, 

[then they] provide goods for the man; if [they] meet illness or violence, then [they] 

immediately want to kill the man and say that he was not good in his fasting.  

34) 出真珠青玉其山有丹、其木有柟杼豫樟楺櫪投橿烏號楓香、其竹篠簳、

桃支、有薑橘椒蘘荷不知以爲滋味、有獮猴黒雉。 

They get pearl, sapphire, there is cinnabar in their mountains; there are the following trees: 

Machilus thunbergii, oak, camphor tree, flowering quince
23

, sawtooth oak
24

, evergreen oak
25

, 

                                                           
22

 Pic. 4.  
23

 Chaenomeles speciosa 
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maple. That bamboo grass
26

 [is used for making] shafts of arrows. Peach [trees] are spread. 

There are ginger, Citrus tachibana, Japanese pepper
27

, a kind of wild ginger, lotus, but its taste is 

unknown. [Also they] hunt at monkeys and black pheasants.  

35) 其俗舉事行來有所云爲輒灼骨而卜以占吉凶。先告所卜、其辭如令龜法、

視火坼占兆。 

Their custom [when] they are going to do something, go to somewhere, [or] they have 

something to be discussed, [is the following:] they burn bone in order to forecast good or bad 

fortune. Before fortunetelling [they] announce the issue that [they] are going to learn, [then] 

they look at cracks that appear upon the tortoiseshell and consider them as signs that are base of 

forecast
28

.  

36)  其會同坐起父子男女無別人性嗜酒。 

They gather together: parents and children, men and women are not separated, they like to drink 

wine. 

37)  魏略曰其俗不知正歲四節但計春耕秋收爲年紀。 

Weilüe
29

 says: according to their custom they don’t know proper year and four seasons, but have 

notion only about spring cultivation and autumn harvesting. 

38) 見大人所敬但搏手以當脆拝。 

[When they] see a grandee [they] rub their hands and bow. 

39) 其人壽考或百年或八九十年。 

Their people are long-lived, some live 100 years, some 80 – 90 years. 

40) 其俗國大人皆四五婦、下戸或二三婦。 

According to their customs grandees have 4 – 5 wives; plain people have 2 – 3 wives.  

41)  婦人不淫不妒忌。 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
24

 Quercus acutissima 
25

 Quercus ilex  
26

 Sasamorpha oshidensis 
27

 Zanthoxylum piperitum 
28

 This custom evidently looks much alike that of Shang. Probably it can be an evidence of connection between Wa 

and Shang. I hardly can imagine that author of “Notes about Wa people” could ascribe some Chinese custom to Wa 

people because of the following reasons: 1) a Chinese hardly would try to depict a ‘barbarian tribes’ Chinese alike, 

so it is possible to suppose that oracle bones practice was invented by Wa people independently, or that Wa oracle 

bones practice was somehow related to that of Shang; 2) author of “Notes” could not know anything about oracle 

bones practice of Shang since it went out of use and had been well forgotten long ago before the period of Three 

Kingdoms (for instance, Sīmǎ Qiān didn’t mention about oracle bones). 
29

 魏略Weilüe “A Brief History of Wei” is a Chinese historical text written by Yu Huan between 239 and 265. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yu_Huan
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The women are not licentious and jealous.   

42) 不盗竊少諍訟。 

There is no robbery and there are little quarrels.  

43) 其犯法輕者没其妻子重者滅其門戸及宗族。 

Their criminal law [is the following] if [someone] makes light [crime] [then] [they] take this 

person wife and children; if [someone] makes serious crime [then] destroy the household of this 

person and exterminate the family.  

44) 尊卑各有差序、足相臣服。  

The grandees and the plain people each have their ranks, the lower obey the higher.  

45) 收租賦。 

[They] collect taxes and duties.  

46) 有邸閣。 

There are residences of officials.  

47) 國國有市、交易有無使大倭監之。 

[In] each country there are markets; whether exchanging take place or not they are ruled by 

great Ɂwa. 

48) 自女王國以北特置一大率檢察、諸國畏憚之。 

To the north from queen’s state is set a special supervisor; many countries fear him.   

49)常治伊都國、於國中有如刺史。 

Usually [he] rules [in] ʔjitɔ; among other countries [he is] alike provincial governor.  

50) 王遣使詣京都 帶方郡諸韓國及郡。  

The ruler [of ʔjitɔ] sends ambassadors to the capital
30

, to Dàifāng and to different place in Korea 

and so on.  

51) 使倭國皆臨津捜露、傳送文書 賜遣之物詣女王、不得差錯。 

                                                           
30

 Luòyáng was the capital of Wei, pic. 4 
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Ambassadors to Ɂwa country all approach the harbor, [then] transmit documents and gifts to the 

queen, so there are no mistakes.   

 

Pic. 4. Map representing location of Dōngyě district in Kuàijī commandery, Dāněr Zhūyá and 

Luòyáng the capital of Wei; (map made after Google maps screenshot). 

52)下戸與大人相逢道路逡巡入草。 

[When] ordinary people meet nobles in the road, [then] leave the road and go into the grass.   

53)傳辭說事或蹲或跪、兩手據地爲之恭敬。對應聲曰噫、比如然諾。 

Speaking about certain affairs some squat, others kneel; [they] put both their hands on the earth 

as a sign of deep respect. Exclamation of response is ʔi, that expresses agreement.  

54)其國本亦以男子爲王、住七八十年、倭國亂、相攻伐歷年、乃共立一女

子爲王、名曰卑彌呼、事鬼道、能惑衆、年已長大、無夫壻、有男弟佐治國。 

The country initially had man as ruler, he lived [about] 70 – 80 years, [then] the country of  Ɂwa 

became disturbed, [people] attacked each other during several years; and then they gathered 

together and made a woman be their ruler. Her name was 卑彌呼 Pjiĕmjiĕhu, she practiced 鬼道
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way of spirits
31

, she was able to confuse public; she was already old, she had not husband; there 

was a man, her younger brother,and he helped her to rule the state.  

55)自爲王以來少有見者、以婢千人自侍、唯有男子一人給飲食傳辭出入。   

When [she] was ruler few people saw her; there were 1000 servant girls who served her; only a 

man could enter her chambers, brought her drink and food and transmitted her speeches.  

56)居處宮室樓觀城柵嚴設、常有人持兵守衞。 

The place of her residence was palace with watchtowers and strong palisade
32

, and always there 

were armed guards there.  

 

Pic 5. (source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:吉野ヶ里遺跡復元物見櫓.JPG – 

accessed February 2016). 

57)女王國東渡海千餘里復有國皆倭種。   

Over 1000 li to the East from the country of queen there is another country
33

 also inhabited by a 

kind of Ɂwa.  

58)又有侏儒國在其南、人長三四尺、去女王四千餘里。 

                                                           
31

 Way of spirit seems to be ancient Chinese term for practices that now are named shamanism. 
32

 It is obviously a description of settling alike reconstructed Yoshinogari site (pic 5); Yoshinogari probably was a 

settling of Yamatai/ Jiamaɨ’t
h
ǝj; pic 6 shows its location.  

33
 The country probably was located somewhere in eastern Kyushu, western part of Honshu or north-western part of 

Shikoku (pic 7); however, its location is hard to be determined now.  

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:吉野ヶ里遺跡復元物見櫓.JPG
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Again there is Tɕuaɲuĕ
34

 to the South of previously mentioned, people’s height is about 3 – 4 

feet;  [if] go [from] the country of queen it is more than 4000 li.  

 

Pic. 6 Red point marks the location of Yoshinogari site (Google map screenshot). 

 

59)又有裸國黒齒國、復在其東南、船行一年可至参問。 

Also there are country of naked [people], country of black teeth people
35

; they are located to the 

South-East of this; [if] go by ship it is possible to reach [them] in one year and investigate.  

                                                           
34

 Tɕuaɲuĕ probably was located somewhere in south-western part of Shikoku (pic 7). 
35

 Location of these countries are completely unknown, these countries probably could be somewhere upon Izu or 

Ogasawara islands or even Marian islands (pic 7).   
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Pic. 7. Approximate location of Tɕuaɲuĕ and some other countries; (current map has been made 

after the following map: https://retrip.jp/items/117941/ – accessed February 2016).  

60)倭地絶在海中洲㠀之上、或絶或連、周旋可五千餘里。 

Land of Ɂwa is located in the middle of great ocean upon separated islands; some are separated, 

some are joined; circumference is more than 5000 li.   

61)景初二年六月倭女王遣大夫難升米等詣郡求詣天子朝獻、太守劉夏遣吏

將送詣京都。 

In the sixth month of second year of Jǐngchū
36

 (238) queen of Ɂwa sent dàifū 難升米 Nanɕiŋmɛj’ 

and others to Dàifāng to seek audience of Wei emperor; tàishǒu
37

 劉夏 Liúxià sent official to 

accompany ambassadors on their way to the capital.  

                                                           
36

 Jǐngchū 景初 was one of era names used by Wei emperor 曹叡 Cáo Ruì (also known by his posthumous name: 

Míng明); Jǐngchū era lasted from 237 to 239. 
37太守 tàishǒu – governor of a province.  

https://retrip.jp/items/117941/
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62)其年十二月詔書報倭女王曰制詔親魏倭王卑彌呼、帶方太守劉夏遣使送

汝大夫難升米、次使都市牛利、奉汝所獻男生口四人女生口六人斑布二匹二

 以到。 

In 12
th

 month of the same year imperial edict [addressed] to queen of Ɂwa proclaimed [the 

following]: “To Pjiĕmjiĕhu, queen of Ɂwa, close friend of Wei. Dàifāng tàishǒu Liúxia sent an 

ambassador to accompany your dàifū Nanɕiŋmɛj’ and ambassador to the capital 牛利 Ŋuwli
h
, 

[we] received 4 males and 6 females presented by you and two rolls of six meters cotton fabric. 

63)汝所在踰遠 乃遣使貢獻 是汝之忠孝、我甚哀汝。 

Your place is very remote, [but] you sent ambassadors and gifts, this is your loyalty [to us], I 

appreciate you very much.  

64)今以汝爲親魏倭王假金印紫綬裝、封付帶方太守假授汝。 

Now we grant you, queen of Ɂwa who loves Wei, with gold seal arranged by purple ribbon
38

; 

the envelope will be sent to you by Dàifāng tàishǒu. 

65)其綏撫種人、勉爲孝順。 

Pacify [your] people, follow xiào
39

. 

66)汝來使難升米牛利渉遠道路勤勞、今以難升米爲率善中郎將牛利爲率善

校尉、假銀印青綬引見勞賜遣還。 

Ambassadors Nanɕiŋmɛj’ and Ŋuwli
h
 sent by you came from distant place and had many 

troubles while traveling. Now I grant Nanɕiŋmɛj’ with rank of shuàishànzhōnglángjiāng
40

 and 

Ŋuwli
h
 with rank of shuàishànxiàowèi

41
; we grant them with silver seals with blue ribbons as 

sign of our high appreciation for their audience and send them back with different goods and 

treasures. 

67)今以絳地交龍錦五匹 <臣松之以爲地應爲綈、漢文帝著皁衣謂之弋綈是

也、此字不體、非魏朝之失、則傳寫者誤也>。 

Now [we] send five rolls of red soil (fabric) with prints of dragons; (official 松之 Sōng Zhī: 

there should be tí/tì 綈 “kind of heavy silk” [instead of] dì 地 “soil”; emperor 文Wen
42

 of Han 

                                                           
38

 Pic. 8. 
39

  孝 xiào – filial piety, it is one of the key concepts of Confucian ideas. As far as Confucianism was official 

ideology in Han dynasty and the same continued in Wei, so it seems to be standard formula used in letters 

addressed  to ‘barbarian rulers’. 
40率善中郎將 shuàishànzhōnglángjiāng – was a rank of officials in Wei; it was something alike contemporary rank 

lieutenant general. 
41

 率善校尉 shuàishànxiàowèi –  was a rank of officials in Wei; it was something alike contemporary rank captain.    
42

 Reigned in 180 – 157 BC.  

http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/jiang1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/jiang1
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wore black clothes and called them that very tí/tì 綈; the sign doesn’t match; it could be mistake 

of Wei or mistake of scribes).  

 

Pic.8. A replica of king of 奴 Nɔ gold seal
43

 with ribbon; gold seal presented to Pjiĕmjiĕhu and 

silver seals presented to her ambassadors seem to have looked much alike (source: 

http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/sagashigaookuwa/GALLERY/show_image.html?id=15750180&no=1 – 

accessed February 2016).   

                                                           
43

 This seal is a very famous artifact of Yayoi epoch, it was found in 1784, on the island of Shikanoshima near 

Northern coast of Kyushu (pic. 9).    

http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/sagashigaookuwa/GALLERY/show_image.html?id=15750180&no=1
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Pic. 9. Location of Shikanoshima (Google map screenshots).  
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68) 絳地縐粟罽十張蒨絳五十匹紺青五十匹、答汝所獻貢直。 

[We send you] ten sheets of red fabric of silk crepe and woolen crepe: 5 bolts of madder red and 

5 bolds of dark blue; we present these gifts to you as a response to your tribute [to us].  

69) 又特賜汝紺地句文錦三匹細班華罽五張白絹五十匹金八兩五尺刀二口 

銅鏡百枚真珠鉛丹各五十斤、皆裝封付難升米牛利還到録受。 

Moreover, specially present you 3 bolts of blue silk fabric arranged by prints, 5 sheets of thin 

woolen fabric, 50 bolts of white silk, 8 liǎng
44

 of gold, two 5-feet swords, 100 copper mirrors, 

plumbum and cinnabar 50 jīn
45

 each, all items are enveloped and Nanɕiŋmɛj’ and Ŋuwli
h 

will 

deliver them. 

70)悉可以示汝國中人使知國家哀汝故鄭重賜汝好物也。 

[This] can show to the people of your country that our country appreciates you and because of it 

[we] present you good things and love you very much”. 

71)正始元年太守弓遵遺建中校尉梯儁等、奉詔書印綬詣倭國、拜假倭王 

并齎詔賜金帛錦罽刀鏡采物、倭王因使上表答謝恩詔。 

[In] the first year of Zhèngshǐ
46

 (240 AD) tàishǒu 弓遵 Gōng Zūn sent jiànzhōngxiàowèi
47

 梯

儁 Tī Jùn [and] others; having got imperial edict and seals with ribbons [they] came to the 

kingdom of Ɂwa; kowtowed before king of Ɂwa, proclaimed the edict and bestowed gold and 

silk fabrics, embroidered woolen fabrics, swords, mirrors and other things; the ruler of Ɂwa 

expressed gratitude to the ambassadors in response for proclaiming supreme manifest.  

72)其四年倭王復遺使大夫伊聲耆掖邪狗等八人上獻生口倭錦絳青縑緜衣帛

布丹木 短弓矢。 

(I suppose that   is a distorted variant of 狩 sign.) 

[In] the fourth year of [the same emperor] (243) king/ruler of Ɂwa sent dàifū 伊聲耆 Ɂjiɕiajŋgji 

and 掖邪狗 Jiajkziakǝw’ and other 8 persons; sent slaves, brocade of Ɂwa, thin silk of red and 

blue colors, cotton garments, linen clothes, cinnabar, wooden arrows for hunting for short bow.  

73)掖邪狗等壹拜率善中郎將印綬。 

                                                           
44

 兩 liǎng – a measure of weight and currency existed in ancient and medieval China; its weight differed  in 

different epochs; the most commonly used values was 37.5 grams (1.21 ozt). 
45斤 jīn – an ancient Chinese measure of weight about 0.6 kg (1.32 lb). 
46

 正始 Zhèngshǐ – was era name used by emperor曹芳 Cáo Fāng (this era lasted from 240 to 249 so first year of 

Zhèngshǐ is 240).  
47

 建中校尉 jiànzhōngxiàowèi – was a rank of officials in ancient China; it seems to be something alike 

contemporary rank captain.  
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Jiajkziakkǝw’ and others were granted by rank of shuàishànzhōnglángjiāng and seals with 

ribbons for audience 

74)其六年詔賜倭難升米黃幢、付郡假授。  

In the sixth year [of the same emperor] (245) [it was] proclaimed to grant Nanɕiŋmɛj’ of Ɂwa 

yellow banner, the banner [was] hand over to Dàifāng for further delivery.   

75)其八年太守王頎到官。 

In the eighth year [of the same emperor] (247) tàishǒu 王頎Wáng Qí arrived to the place of 

service.  

76)倭女王卑彌呼與狗奴國男王卑彌弓呼素不和、遺倭載斯烏越等詣郡說相

攻擊狀。 

Pjiĕmjiĕhu the queen of Ɂwa and 卑彌弓呼 Pjiĕmjiĕkuwŋɣɔ the male ruler of 狗奴 Kew’nɔ 

kingdom permanently were not in peace. It made Ɂwa send 斯烏越 Siɂɔwuat and others to 

Dàifāng to make an agreement about joint attack.  

77)遣塞曹掾史張政等因齎詔書黃幢拜假難升米爲檄告喻之。 

[Dàifāng tàishǒu] sent 張政 Zhāng Zhèng and other officials in order to deliver yellow flag to 

Nanɕiŋmɛj’ and to notify [Ɂwa] about agreement.  

78)卑彌呼以死大作冢徑百餘歩、狥葬者奴碑百餘人。 

After Pjiĕmjiĕhu death they constructed a huge burial mound more than 100 paths in diameter, 

more than 100 slaves were buried in the grave.  

79)更立男王、國中不服、更相誅殺 當時殺千餘人。 

Then established a male ruler, [but] the country didn’t obey, again killed each other, at the time 

killed more than 1000 people. 

80)復立卑彌呼宗女壹與年十三爲王、國中遂定。 

Then established as ruler a woman who was a relative of Pjiĕmjiĕhu, her name was 壹與 ʔjitjɨă
h
, 

and she was 13 y.o., then the country calmed down.  

81)政等以檄告喻壹與、壹與遣倭大夫率善中郎將掖邪狗等二十人送政等、

還因詣臺獻上男女生口三十人貢白珠五千孔青大句珠二枚異文雜錦二十匹。 

Zhèng and others informed Ɂjitjɨă
h
 about the affairs; Ɂjitjɨă

h
 sent dàifū of Ɂwa 

shuàishànzhōnglángjiāng Jiajkziakǝw’ and other 20 people to accompany Zhèng and others; 

http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/jiang1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/zhong1
http://tangorin.com/kanji/jiang1
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besides Ɂjitjɨă
h
  presented 30 slaves men and women, 5 thousands white pearls, two big green 

gem with holes, and 2 rolls of brocade with patterns.  
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